Plasmonic and metamaterial devices require high-quality material building blocks with good optical performance, both plasmonic (with the negative real part of the dielectric permittivity) and dielectric, in order to achieve the predicted unusual functionalities and be useful in real world applications. In this project, we have for the first time developed both plasmonic and dielectric materials of the nitrides family that can be grown epitaxially into ultra-thin and ultra-smooth high-quality layers for advanced nanophotonic applications. We have for the first time realized plasmonic waveguides using titanium nitride -a gold-like plasmonic ceramic material that has adjustable optical 
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UNLOCKING NEW PHYSICS AND ENABLING PLASMONIC AND METAMATERIAL DEVICES WITH IMPROVED MATERIALS (1) Summary
The search for new plasmonic materials with better and more versatile optical properties than noble metals (such as low loss, tunability, durability, easier fabrication and integration capabilities) could lead to real--life applications of plasmonics and metamaterials as well as demonstrations of new phenomena. In this project, we have built upon our pioneering results in the area of new plasmonic materials and showed that one class of plasmonic ceramics, namely, transition metal nitrides, perform as good plasmonic materials in the visible and near--infrared wavelength regions and have optical properties similar to those of gold. Titanium nitride (TiN) can replace noble metals in plasmonic and metamaterial devices and is CMOS--compatible, mechanically tough, and thermally stable. We have developed fabrication approach for growing ultra--thin (few nm) films of titanium nitride with controlled optical properties (such as plasma frequency) and epitaxial quality for applications in plasmonics and metamaterials. In this project, we have demonstrated the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons on epitaxial TiN thin films and conducted detailed comparative studies of the performance of various plasmonic and metamaterial structures with TiN as the plasmonic component. We have also showed that titanium nitride could provide performance that is comparable to that of gold for various plasmonic applications and can significantly outperform gold and silver for transformation--optics and metamaterial applications. We have for the first time realized titanium nitride plasmonic waveguides with performance comparable to that of gold interconnects. The other major result obtained during the funded project is the first--time realization of a new type of hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) using TiN as the plasmonic component. We realized a new type of multilayered metamaterials that are truly binary nitride superlattice systems consisting of ultra--thin (down to 5nm), smooth, epitaxial layers of TiN and a lattice--matched dielectric ((Al,Sc)N). We have showed that TiN as the plasmonic material enables the long--awaited shift from previously demonstrated lossy HMMs based on thicker, polycrystalline layers of metals and dielectrics to high--performance superlattice HMMs consisting of ultra--thin layers that are now unlocking the full range of unusual HMM properties. For example, HMMs have been shown to exhibit extremely high, broadband photonic densities of states (PDOS), which are useful in quantum photonics applications. Our studies revealed that TiN superlattice HMMs provide a higher PDOS enhancement than gold--or silver--based HMMs.
(2) Introduction and statement of the problem studied ( 
2.1) New plasmonic materials
In recent years, the emerging areas of nanophotonics and, in particular, plasmonics and metamaterials, have seen an explosion of novel ideas. The field of plasmonics -or optics based on metals -has long been seen as a promising technology that can uniquely combine the advantages of the nanometer--scale (but relatively slow) electronics and ultra--fast (but μm--scale) photonics, thus enabling an increased synergy between these two major technologies [1--6] . The application domain of plasmonics has expanded greatly with the introduction of optical metamaterials (MMs) [7--10] . These engineered structures with smartly designed, nanostructured building blocks enable devices with unique optical properties unattainable with "natural" materials [7--10] . The astonishing designs and demonstrations range from nano--optics with waveguiding and focusing of light at the nanoscale, subwavelength--resolution imaging, invisibility cloaking and extreme light concentrators to novel sensors and quantum information applications [8--10] . However, those devices face a challenge --the high losses that dampen the oscillations of free electrons coupled to photons and that are known as surface plasmons (SPs) in constituent metal building blocks. The SPs enable a main missionary objective of plasmonics --to route and manipulate light at the nanoscale [1--6] --and the unusual MM properties. Excessive losses in the visible (VIS) and near--infrared (NIR) regions, even in the best conductors like noble metals (silver and gold), threaten to render plasmonic and MM devices nearly useless. Moreover, the properties of metals cannot be tuned or adjusted; and metal building blocks pose grand challenges in fabrication and integration with the established semiconductor processing, thus restricting plasmonic and MM devices to the proof--of--concept stage only. With the design principles and fabrication methods [11;12] well established, the search for new materials is of great importance [13] . The discovery of new plasmonic materials (Fig.  1 ) that have a negative real part of permittivity that can Fig. 1 . Periodic table perspective shows that in the optical range only gold, silver and copper elements were widely used before. Nowadays there are many elements that could enter future plasmonic devices as constituent materials supporting surface plasmon excitations. These new materials could offer better device performance and new functionalities such as tunability and switching combined with low cost, fabrication and integration advantages.
be tailored/adjusted and an imaginary part (material loss) as small as possible [13--18] is expected revolutionize the field of nanoscale photonics.
In this project, we have built upon our discovery of materials that offer low loss and tunability in their optical properties as well as semiconductor compatibility [18 and references therein] thus addressing the need in the fields of plasmonics and optical metamaterials to overcome problems associated with the use of metals as constituent materials. We pioneered the recent search for new plasmonic materials [13] , defining new intermediate carrier density materials such as transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) (indium--tin--oxide, ITO, and zinc oxide doped with aluminum, AZO, or gallium, GZO) and transition metal nitrides (TMNs) (TiN,  ZrN and  other) as the best candidates with low loss, extraordinary tuning capabilities, and compatibility with standard semiconductor technology [16--19] .
(2.2) High--performance MMs realization
Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) have been shown to exhibit exotic optical properties [10, 11, 5.1.2, 5.1.3, 5.2.11 and references therein], including extremely high broadband photonic densities of states (PDOS), which are useful in quantum plasmonics applications. The realization of optical HMM devices is hindered by the fact that metals (used as HMM subwavelength building blocks) with their large negative permittivity and high losses in the optical frequency range are detrimental to HMM performance. Also, it is difficult to pattern noble metals into ultra--thin films or high--aspect ratio nanowires necessary for building HMMs. There are two methods of realizing HMMs: embedding metal nanowires in a dielectric host and stacking alternating planar layers of metal and dielectric. Among the two approaches to build HMMs, planar HMMs are important from a technological point--of--view because they can be easily integrated into existing processing lines that use planar fabrication technology. In multilayered HMMs, in order to achieve a significant enhancement of the PDOS, the individual HMM layers need to be as thin as possible (PDOS in a HMM is inversely related to the cube of the layer thickness). Noble metal films such as gold or silver currently used to create HMM structures cannot be patterned into ultra--thin layers without compromising their quality, resulting in additional losses. Thus, the realization of metal--based HMMs with deep subwavelength layers and good optical performance is extremely challenging. Moreover, neither gold nor silver offers thermal stability and silicon CMOS compatibility required for the technology--driven applications. Thus, new constituent materials that can provide much better performance, new functionalities, and switching capabilities in previously unavailable designs are needed. As another crucial contribution, new materials could offer epitaxial growth of ultra--thin layers that dramatically widens both the function and integration horizons for HMMs. Building upon our prior studies of TiN as a plasmonic material that resembles gold in its optical properties, we have studied the usage of TiN for HMMs operating in the visible frequency range. The epitaxially grown, heterogeneous nitride superlattice system shows unparalleled characteristics in terms of structural quality and optical properties. For a SP resonance in a plasmonic nanoparticle, a simple approximation comparing the ratio of the enhanced field intensity on the surface of a spherical nanoparticle to the intensity of the incident field is shown in Fig. 2 for nanoparticles made of different materials at two different wavelengths, 500 and 1700 nm (selected for illustrative purposes) (based on data reported in [18] ). Titanium nitride and zirconium nitride have performances similar to that of Au and exhibit localized SP resonance modes in the visible part of the spectrum. In particular, titanium nitride could be of significant interest for biological applications, because TiN is biocompatible and its SP resonance mode lies in the biological transparency window (700-1000 nm) (also known as therapeutic window, it defines the range of wavelengths where light has its maximum depth of penetration in tissue) [ . The recent discovery of the enhancement of the photonic density of states within a broad bandwidth in hyperbolic metamaterials could revolutionize PDOS engineering, potentially enabling light sources with dramatically increased photon extraction efficiency. However, metals with their large negative permittivity and high optical losses limit the metamaterial performance. Moreover, in order to achieve high PDOS, the individual metamaterial layers need to be as thin as possible. Noble metal films cannot be patterned into ultra--thin layers without compromising their quality. Thus, realization of multilayered metamaterials with deep subwavelength layers and at two wavelengths, 500 and 1700 nm. The nanoparticles are assumed to be in a host of refractive index 1.33. The same order of magnitude (or even higher) can be obtained for the enhanced field in new plasmonic materials compared to noble metals. Note: I max , is the maximum field intensity on the surface of a spherical nanoparticle; I 0 , is the intensity of the incident field; E 0 , indicates the incident field; Columns are colour graded for illustrative purposes.
good performance based on metals is extremely challenging. To conduct a comparative study of different materials for hyperbolic metamaterials applications, a performance metric, a FOM, defined as the ratio of the real and imaginary parts of the wave vector perpendicular to the layers, is a good indicator of the performance (Fig. 3) . In the visible and NIR ranges, alternative plasmonic materials clearly outperform noble metals by orders of magnitude (Fig. 3) . We have previously demonstrated the first metal--free hyperbolic metamaterial that exhibits negative refraction in the NIR region by replacing conventional metal layers with highly doped ZnO and combining with dielectric ZnO layers [5.2.11] . Recently, we have pursued the transition to a completely new concept of creating layered metamaterials. This can be compared to heterostructure growth used to make semiconductor devices. Instead of creating metamaterials by assembling layers by usual means-depositing polycrystalline layers of metal and dielectric-now, for the first time, a layered metamaterial is grown as a superlattice [5.1.2, 5.2.6].
(3.2) Plasmonic TiN waveguides
To combat the significant losses associated with plasmonic structures, the long--range surface plasmon polariton (LR--SPP) mode has received significant attention [5, 19, 5 .1.1, 5.1.5 and references therein]. Using this mode, losses on the order of 0.5 dB/mm have been achieved in the strip geometry for noble metals. However, for practical devices, alternative materials must be considered. A graph of the propagation length for the transition metal nitrides which are metallic at 1.55 µm is shown in Fig.  4 . TiN is able to achieve a propagation length of approximately 6 mm. Similarly structured TiN waveguides on sapphire covered with index oil (n oil = n sapphire = 1.746) have experimentally demonstrated propagation lengths of 5.5 mm with a mode size of 8 µm, comparing well to gold waveguides which have a 8.7 mm propagation length for a mode Fig. 3 . The figure of merit of hyperbolic metamaterials (HMM) (inset), defined as the ratio of the real (Re(k z )) and imaginary (Im(k z )) parts of the wave vector perpendicular to the layers, along the z direction for two wavelengths, 500 and 1700 nm. The calculations are for planar alternating layers of metal/dielectric layers formed by different pairs of materials. In the optical range, alternative plasmonic materials clearly outperform noble metals by orders of magnitude. Columns are colour graded for illustrative purposes.
size of 20 µm in a polymer (n polymer = 1.535). An image of the modal output of the TiN waveguides on sapphire is shown in Fig. 4(b) [5.1.1].
(3.3) First epitaxial metal/dielectric superlattices using TiN as the plasmonic material
In this project, we developed an approach to grow alternating layers of TiN and a low loss dielectric epitaxially [5.1.2, 5.2.6]. In order to build an epitaxial metal/dielectric superlattice consisting of TiN as a plasmonic material, a dielectric that has the same crystal structure (rocksalt) and lattice constant (4.24 Ǻ) as TiN should be selected. AlN is a low--loss dielectric in the visible spectral range that can be engineered to grow epitaxially on TiN. However, the critical thickness for stabilizing the cubic phase of AlN on TiN/AlN superlattices is less than 2.5 nm which is not suitable for practical applications.
We have stabilized the cubic phase of Al x Sc 1--x N by alloying AlN with scandium nitride (ScN), to deposit cubic TiN/(Al,Sc)N superlattices. An aluminium concentration of 72% in Al x Sc 1--x N (estimated with Rutherford backscattering spectrometry) was found to be suitably lattice matched with TiN.
Superlattices consisting of TiN and Al 0.72 Sc 0.28 N alternating layers of equal thickness were grown on [001] MgO substrates. The X--ray diffraction analysis along with the high resolution transmission electron microscopic images (Fig. 5) suggest that the superlattices grow with a (001) orientation on the [001] MgO substrates and that both TiN and (Al,Sc)N have the same lattice constants. We also showed that metal/dielectric interfaces are sharp and abrupt as layers as thin as 2nm can be grown. In the 540--600 nm range, the dispersion of the fabricated HMMs is transverse--positive or type--1, which is useful in building devices such as a hyperlens. For wavelengths longer than 650 nm, the dispersion is transverse--negative or type--2, which is useful for applications where PDOS enhancement is desirable.
The losses in the fabricated HMMs were low enough to measure more than 15% transmittance from a 160 nm thick superlattice at approximately a 600 nm wavelength [5.1.2]. It should be noted that a 160 nm thick HMM built from similar alternating layers of noble metals (if one could make them continuous at such a small thickness) and any dielectric would have less than 1% transmittance.
The small losses and ultra--thin layers are expected to significantly increase the enhancement of PDOS in the superlattice HMMs. We conducted experimental studies of the PDOS enhancement in the superlattice HMMs. We achieved a good agreement between calculated and measured lifetimes for the emitters placed on top of HMMs confirming the enhancement of PDOS provided by TiN/(Al,Sc)N HMMs [5.1.2] (Fig.  6a) . Fig. 6b shows the lifetime measurements on TiN/(Al,Sc)N HMM with 10 nm thick individual layers, consisting of 12 pairs of layers plus an additional spacer layer on top. The spacer layer was made of the same dielectric, (Al,Sc)N, used in the HMM. Three such HMMs with three different spacer layer thicknesses were fabricated. Approximately an 11 nm thick layer containing dispersed dye molecules was spin--coated on top of the HMMs. The results of the lifetime measurements are shown in Fig. 6c . The HMM with the thinnest spacer layer of 5 nm shows the smallest lifetime while the HMMs with the thicker spacer layers (10 and 30 nm) show much larger lifetimes. This is because the emitter, which is closer the surface of HMM, couples light more effectively into the HMM from a very broad range of wavevectors (k) that includes not only those wavevectors supported by vacuum, but also those with significantly higher wavevectors (high--k modes). Hence, more radiation channels are available for the emitter to radiate into the HMM propagating high--k modes, which reduces the lifetime. In order to predict the lifetime of the dye molecules placed on the top of HMM with different spacer thicknesses, we employ Local Density of States (LDOS) calculations (see supporting information) [5. . In order to assess the role of SPs in enhancing the PDOS, we prepared control samples consisting of 10 nm TiN films on MgO substrates with a top (Al,Sc)N spacer layer. The spacer layer was 5, 10 and 30 nm thick in three different samples. The dye layer was spin coated on top of these control samples by exactly the same protocol as employed on the HMMs. The results of lifetime measurements on these control samples are also shown in Fig. 6c . The control samples provide enhancement in the emission rate by nearly two times (in comparison to emission rate on bare glass) due to excitation of SPs at the top and bottom interfaces of the TiN film. However, the emission rate enhancements observed in the control samples are smaller than those provided by HMMs by approximately two times. It must be noted that lifetime reduction by 2 times implies nearly 20 times higher PDOS because the quantum yield of the emitter is nearly 10%. Thus, the PDOS in HMMs is enhanced significantly compared to the control samples. The high--k channels into which the dye molecule emits are confined only to the HMM because no other surrounding medium supports them. Hence, these photons do not reach the detector, causing a reduction in the apparent quantum yield. When the spacer thickness is small, the emitters emit most of their power into high--k modes in the HMM (note, for example, the tenfold increase in the power emitted into high--k modes when the spacer thickness is reduced from 40 nm to below 20 nm, see Fig. 6d ). The extremely small apparent quantum yield is a clear indication that the emitters are effectively probing the high PDOS of the HMMs [5.1.2].
(3.5) Conclusion
In conclusion, we showed that the usage of titanium nitride in plasmonic structures and hyperbolic metamaterials instead of noble metals paves the way towards the realization of practical plasmonic and MM devices that have low loss, controllable properties and are CMOS-- and bio--compatible, and thermally stable. Titanium nitride as the plasmonic material enables novel CMOS--compatible interconnect and the long--awaited leap from previously demonstrated lossy HMMs based on thick, polycrystalline layers of metals and dielectrics to high--performance, truly binary superlattice HMMs consisting of ultra--thin, smooth, epitaxial layers that could ultimately unlock the full range of unusual properties of hyperbolic metamaterials. Our study clearly demonstrates the benefits of replacing noble metals by TiN in layered HMMs. A more important consequence is that TiN could boost the performance in many more classes of plasmonic and metamaterial devices. The developed approach can be applied to other areas of plasmonics and optical metamaterials and enable first CMOS--compatible plasmonic interconnects and circuits as well as improved imaging, sensing, light harvesting and medical devices utilizing titanium nitride with its adjustable properties, bio--compatibly, chemical and thermal stability. High performance, low loss TiN--based metamaterials could also lead to a new generation of light sources and devices for quantum optical technologies.
